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Abstract—Wireless fidelity (Wi-Fi) technology gained popular-
ity due to its ability to provide reliable connectivity, enabling
high-speed communication and information sharing. However, in
recent years, the focus has shifted from mere communications to
sensing and awareness of the environment that can be attained
using the same communication signals. Along with this line, there
are wide varieties of promising sensing applications, such as
crowd counting, person tracking, and sick person detection. How-
ever, different sensing applications require different performance
and quality of service metrics, so it is difficult to enable all of
these applications simultaneously. In this paper, we highlight the
importance of the usage of flexible and adaptable Wi-Fi sensing
parameters for different applications, environments, and scenar-
ios. Afterward, we introduce our perspective for efficient Wi-Fi
sensing through a framework. The first aspect of this framework
is about flexible and adaptable transmission design. The second
one is about identifying sensing applications according to frame
design. In the last aspect of the framework, multi-access point
coordination is highlighted in different scenarios of Wi-Fi sensing.

Index Terms—Adaptable parameters, flexible transmission de-
sign, multi-AP coordination, sensing application identification,
Wi-Fi sensing.

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensing and integrated sensing and communication

(ISAC) systems are envisioned as a second functionality for

future generation networks [1]. As such, the Institute of Elec-

tric and Electrical Engineering Standards Association (IEEE-

SA) for wide local area networks (WLAN), the 802.11, has

formed a task group (TG), TGbf - WLAN Sensing [2], to

standardize wireless sensing Wi-Fi networks [2], which has

already released its first, albeit tentative, draft. Similarly, the

3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has listed ISAC as

a study item for Release 19 and is documenting their progress

in the technical report, TR 22.837: Study on ISAC [3]. With

standardization momentum, commercial implementations of

wireless sensing are expected to increase in the coming years.

However, there are still some open issues. For example, the

variety of the sensing implementations, their performance

requirements, wireless device capabilities, and physical as well

as radio environment conditions render it difficult to unite and

standardize under a single scheme.

Currently, the academic literature focuses on the co-

existence, co-habitation, and co-design of the ISAC sys-

tems. Co-existence refers to sharing the time and frequency

resources without interference or signal degradation. Co-

habitation is when a device can perform both sensing and

communication, i.e., it can transmit, receive, and process

both communication and sensing signals. Co-design usually

refers to designs that jointly utilize resources, such as de-

signing a waveform or frame capable of meeting both the

communication and sensing performance requirements [4].

Of these, co-design may seem to be the most desirable, but

communication and sensing performance requirements and

associated parameters are generally conflicting. Co-existence

may be more feasible, but the increasing number of sensing

devices and transmissions may significantly increase network

traffic, reducing the channel access opportunities for com-

municating devices. Another issue is that the environment

variation, mobility of the sensed object, mobility of the sensing

devices, and spectrum conditions may require flexible systems

to maintain the sensing performance.

To this end, this paper aims to introduce a framework,

which will be integral for adaptive and robust wireless sensing,

allowing decreased false alarm rates and efficient spectrum

utilization in dynamic environments. In the remainder of this

section, an overview of the Wi-Fi sensing developments is

given. Then, the framework is summarized. Section II moti-

vates our perspective in the wireless communication standards

and highlights the importance of flexibility and adaptability

in Wi-Fi sensing with the aid of a generic scenario. Section

III discusses the introduced framework in depth. The paper is

concluded in Section IV.

A. Overview of Wi-Fi Sensing Developments

Sensing using Wi-Fi signals was first realized in 2013 [5].

The aim was to provide a low-cost, non-invasive method for

human detection and communication through gesture recog-

nition, which could also be used commercially. Since then,

numerous works have been published [6], focusing on appli-

cations such as crowd counting, person tracking, sick person

detection, and much more. What enabled and motivated these

publications were perhaps Intel’s channel state information

(CSI) tool for the 802.11n, or Wi-Fi 5, standard [7], made

available in 2010. This is because obtaining CSI information

beforehand was extremely difficult, and most wireless sensing

implementations were designed from scratch, limiting the

availability to the general public and researchers. The trials

and successes of Wi-Fi sensing merited economic value and

potential, and thus the IEEE-SA formed a study group to

investigate Wi-Fi sensing from a standardization perspective in
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2019. This group investigated popular sensing applications and

their requirements in terms of sensing performance, such as

the probability of false alarms and various measurement reso-

lutions. Consequently, the 802.11bf TG was formed to improve

the quality of sensing through the design of various protocols

and make it easier for developers to access a variety of wireless

measurements. The 802.11bf TG aims to incorporate wireless

sensing into the Wi-Fi standards with appropriate, minimal

alterations to the physical (PHY) and medium access control

(MAC) layers. To this end, they have defined the phases of a

sensing session, procedures for devices operating in different

frequencies and with different capabilities, measurement types,

and formats, and more, which can be found in [8].

B. Adaptive Wi-Fi Sensing Framework

As mentioned before, integrating the plethora of wireless

sensing applications to present communication frameworks is

challenging. Although great effort is made by the TGbf and

there are several existing surveys in the literature [8]–[15], it is

still difficult to enable a wide variety of sensing applications.

Along with this line, this paper proposes a framework for the

efficient use of Wi-Fi sensing with the following aspects:

• Adaptive parameter selection: Different sensing applica-

tions may require different performance and quality of

service (QoS) metrics. This, in turn, requires different

transmission parameters and/or frame design. Changing

channel and environment conditions also greatly affect

the performance of sensing. Therefore, a single frame-

work containing different frame designs and transmission

mechanisms for the selection of an appropriate frame

design and transmission mechanism is introduced.

• Sensing application identification: There is a relation-

ship between the sensing applications and frame design

parameters. For example, applications requiring distance

precision can be satisfied with a larger bandwidth signal.

Therefore, applications can be identified based on the

parameters used. If the sensing application is known,

other devices can schedule their transmissions accord-

ingly without interfering with the other sensing or com-

munication signals, or can utilize the present sensing

transmissions for their own sensing applications. Thereby,

the spectrum, power, and other resources can be used

efficiently. A generalized framework is introduced to

enable this.

• Multi-AP coordination: Multi-AP coordination is a recent

topic of discussion for the upcoming Wi-Fi standards.

The aim is to reduce collisions and improve throughput

with minimal interaction of neighboring APs. At the

same time, collaboration between devices in sensing

has been shown to improve detection performance [16].

To this end, the scenarios, benefits, and approaches to

collaboration should be investigated. The third aspect

aims to initiate this by providing a first sketch of what

collaborating networks for sensing could look like.

II. MOTIVATION

A. Motivation From Wireless Communication Standards

1) Motivation for adaptive parameter selection: Flexibil-

ity and adaptivity have been desired since the beginning

of wireless communication systems. For example, flexible

signaling with link adaptation techniques (adaptive modu-

lation and coding and power control) has been aimed in

the second-generation (2G) standardization of wireless cellu-

lar systems [17]–[19]. Besides that, in long-term evolution-

advanced, depending on the cell size, orthogonal frequency

division multiplexing (OFDM) symbols are designed with

either normal cyclic prefix (CP) or extended CP [20]. Also,

to support a wide variety of communication applications,

waveform flexibility is extended to additional parameters’

flexibility, such as subcarrier spacing [21], [22] in the 5G

standardization of new radio (NR), where depending on the

channel conditions and the communication service required,

the suitable numerology is selected. Therefore, flexibility and

adaptivity are essential for wireless communication systems.

Similarly, Wi-Fi sensing parameters can be adaptively and

flexibly changed to support various applications and channel

conditions in future standards.

2) Motivation for sensing application identification: In

future standards, some parameters or requirements can be

mapped to applications, or each sensing application can require

respective minimum performance requirements for a sensing

signal to perform its sensing tasks. The preliminary of this

idea is already made in 3GPP. For example, there are three

classes, namely enhanced mobile broadband (eMBB), massive

machine type communications (mMTC), and ultra-reliable low

latency communications (URLLC), for fifth-generation (5G)

communication systems. This can be considered a step for

categorization. Accordingly, sensing parameters and appli-

cations can be categorized, or some ranges of parameters

for some applications can be defined. In Table I, based on

[23], we categorize some Wi-Fi sensing requirements; network

load, range separability, angular separability, and maximum

range/distance to applications. Based on the categorization,

sensing signals can be identified and used by different sensing

receivers for their own applications if suitable. However, there

are also limitations to doing these categorizations in standards.

For example, new applications/use cases can be defined after

the standardization process, and assigning parameters for this

new application may be difficult. Besides that, in some cases,

the wireless devices are mobile, or the environment changes

rapidly. These cases can also affect the parameter selections.

3) Motivation for Multi-AP coordination: Coordination is

desired in several wireless communication networks. For ex-

ample, coordinated multi-points are considered in long-term

evolution to improve cell edge user data rate and spectral

efficiency [24]. Also, IEEE 802.11be discusses multi-AP co-

ordination to use the network resources more optimally [25].

Similarly, multi-AP coordination concept can be considered

for Wi-Fi sensing applications.
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TABLE I
WI-FI SENSING APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS.

Values Applications

Network load (%)

≤2
Presence detection, human counting, localization,

motion detection, proximity detection

≤5
Detection of humans in car, gesture recognition (finger + hand),

human counting, localization, speed detection

≤10

Intruder detection, gesture detection (body), aliveness detection,
face/body recognition, fall detection, sneeze detection,

driver sleepiness detection, heart rate, breathing rate measurements,
person localization and tracking

Range separability (m)

≤0.1 3D vision

≤0.5

Presence detection, human counting, human tracking,
breathing rate, heart rate detection,

sneeze sensing, fall detection, detection of human in car
≤1 Person tracking, motion/gesture detection
≤2 Proximity detection

Angular separability (◦)

≤3 3D vision

3-4
Presence detection, human counting, localization,

detection of humans in car
5-6 Sneeze detection

Maximum range/distance (m)

≤1
Gesture recognition (finger movement), aliveness detection,

face/body recognition, proximity detection

≤5
Gesture recognition (hand movement), human detection in car,

driver sleepiness detection, breathing rate, heart rate measurement

≤10

Presence detection (home security), human counting (meeting room),
human localization, motion detection, human tracking,

gesture recognition (full body movement), fall detection,
sneeze detection, 3D vision

>10
Presence detection (number of persons in room, store sensing),

human counting (store sensing)

B. Motivating Example

Figure 1 illustrates an exemplary home environment con-

taining wireless devices, i.e., two access points (APs), three

devices communicating over Wi-Fi (STA1, STA2, STA3), one

wireless sensing transmitter-receiver pair operating over Wi-

Fi, and a stand-alone wireless sensing device consisting of a

transmitter-receiver pair. Two different scenarios are given for

the different rooms of Fig. 1.

The first scenario involves the stand-alone wireless sensing

device and is depicted in the bathroom in Fig. 1. Here, if the

device is isolated from the Wi-Fi network, it can adjust frame

design and scheduling parameters considering only its own

transmission. If the system is not isolated and it does not have

the capability of coordinating with other devices, it should

adaptively change its frame design and scheduling parameters

with changing spectrum conditions. In the case of a sensing

device or system serving multiple sensing applications with

varying performance requirements, the operation parameters

can be selected such that the performance requirement maxi-

mum number of applications can be met with minimum trans-

missions. This can be done by grouping sensing applications

with similar performance requirements.

The second scenario in Fig. 1 is a Wi-Fi network with sens-

ing and communicating devices. This scenario is depicted, e.g.,

in the bedroom and living room. As before, the sole purpose

of the sensing device is to detect an action/object/person/etc.,

however, the sensing devices are a part of the network and

have some level of coordination with the AP. Here, the AP

AP

STA 1

WS Tx WS Rx

AP

WS

STA 2 STA 3

Living Room

Bathroom

Bedroom

Fig. 1. Example scenarios for in-home sensing and communication.

adaptively changes the frame design and scheduling param-

eters such that the maximum number and type of devices

can utilize the sensing signal. Adaptive changes are made by

coordinating with multiple APs (coordinating two APs in the

figure), so there will be more awareness of the applications,

environments, etc., and adaptation can be more reliable.
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III. ADAPTIVE WI-FI SENSING

In order to realize the scenarios described in Fig. 1, sup-

porting frameworks should be defined. This section aims to

introduce three such frameworks.

A. Adaptable Wi-Fi Sensing Parameters

In the future, there will likely be a wide variety of Wi-

Fi sensing applications with different performance and QoS

metrics. Each application may require a different frame de-

sign and transmission mechanism to work optimally. Thus,

a single framework containing different frame designs and

transmission mechanisms and the selection of an appropriate

frame design and transmission mechanism is desirable. Ad-

ditionally, these sensing applications will be integrated into

communication networks, meaning they should coexist with

the current wireless communication devices while maintaining

their sensing performance. Changing channel and environment

conditions may also greatly affect the performance of sensing

[10]. As a result, the framework should include the ability

to select sensing parameters adaptively and flexibly based on

channel conditions and application requirements.

Some changeable frame and scheduling parameters can be

bandwidth, sensing duration, sensing start/end times, periodic-

ity, power, beam width, beam sweep rate, training sequences,

carrier frequency, and waveform. The mentioned parameters

are explained in detail in the following.

• Bandwidth: Wide bandwidth is needed for higher range

resolution, which sensing applications such as high-

resolution wireless imaging or detecting minute objects

and motions require. On the other hand, bandwidth is

limited, and we need to use it efficiently.

• Periodicity: Applications detecting fast-changing ac-

tions/motions/objects require a higher periodicity or

packet rate and vice versa. For example, a lower packet

rate in radar-based sensing can be a factor that increases

the maximum range. On the other hand, the higher

the packet rate, the less time the receiver listens for

reflections.

• Power: The transmission power affects the maximum

range for sensing. For example, if the device/motion

to be sensed is far away from the receiver, the detec-

tion/tracking/sensing performance can be low. Therefore,

it may be desirable to have high power as shown in the

classical radar range equation, ( 4

√

PtG
2λ2σ

Pmin(4π)3
), where Pt,

G, λ, σ, and Pmin represent transmit power, antenna

gain, transmit wavelength, target radar cross-section, and

minimum detectable signal, respectively. However, if the

power is high, it may also create interference and cost

unnecessary energy consumption.

• Beam width and beam sweep rate: In highly cluttered

environments, omnidirectional transmissions of sensing

signals result in too many reflections and multipath,

which cannot be processed correctly. In these scenar-

ios, some devices use beamforming, where a signal is

transmitted in a narrow-beam to reduce the number of

multipath and reflections. Here, the beam parameters may

need to be adaptively changed based on the clutter and

size of the target. For example, the beam width can be

affected by the number of antennas [26]. If the beam

width is too narrow, the signal may miss or hit the

object. Conversely, if the beam width is too large, it may

interfere with the beams for other applications or increase

multipath. Similarly, the beam should be able to track the

object.

• Training sequence: Training sequences used in Wi-Fi

sensing can affect correlation properties and thus the per-

formance [27]. A certain type or length of the sequence

may be a requirement for a sensing application. For exam-

ple, in Wi-Fi 802.11, short training sequences are used

for signal detection, coarse frequency offset estimation

and timing synchronization, and diversity selection while

long training sequences are used for channel and fine

frequency offset estimation.

• Carrier frequency: Applications for detecting minute

changes in location can be better performed with higher

frequencies, such as millimeter waves, thanks to the

availability of wider bandwidths. However, sensing in

these frequencies results in many peaks for large objects

or motions. Therefore, sensing for these applications can

be done in lower frequency bands, such as 2.4 GHz or

5 GHz, but there would be less resolution. The selected

frequency also affects the Wi-Fi sensing range due to the

changing attenuation properties.

• Waveform: Currently, orthogonal frequency-division mul-

tiplexing (OFDM) is the standard waveform used in Wi-

Fi. However, this waveform should be studied in detail to

support features and applications of Wi-Fi 7 and beyond

in terms of communication and sensing. In the literature,

some of its advantages and disadvantages are investigated

[28]. Due to the drawbacks of OFDM, such as high peak

to average power ratio and its sensitivity to phase noise

and frequency offset [29], a different waveform or more

than one waveform can be supported by IEEE 802.11

standards. For example, orthogonal time frequency space

(OTFS) [30], [31] is mentioned in several documents

as a promising waveform for integrated communication

and sensing thanks to allowing longer range radar and/or

faster target tracking rate by requiring less CP [32]. Also,

pulse radar, and frequency modulated continuous wave

(FMCW) chirp radar waveforms are highly preferred for

radar sensing. In pulse radar, the signal is “on” (or being

transmitted) during some time of the total frame time and

“off” (not transmitted) the rest of the time. The duration

of the signal is “on” or “off” (duty cycle), giving a trade-

off between range and range resolution. Longer “on”

periods (wider pulse width) provides better range but poor

resolution and vice versa. FMCW chirps are continuous

(no off time) and can detect relative velocity [33].

One or more of these parameters can be changed from user

to user. Therefore, personal usage style can also be used to
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have better system performance. For example, the duration

of sensing applications such as home monitoring or sleep

monitoring may depend on the personal preferences of a user.

B. Wi-Fi Sensing Application Identification and Prediction

From the previous section, it is clear that some sensing

applications may require specialized transmissions with vary-

ing signal parameters. Effectively scheduling and managing

these transmissions would result in less spectrum and power

wastage. If a device can determine which sensing application is

utilizing the spectrum, it can either plan its own transmissions

that fall in the empty slots or use signals suitable for its

application rather than transmitting its own sensing signals.

For example, once an STA detects that an AP is transmitting

a sensing signal, it may use the sensing signal in addition to

or alternatively to the sensing signal from the other AP, which

would start transmission for the STA. It is even possible that

the other AP detects the sensing signal from the first AP and

stops transmitting its own sensing signal since one sensing

signal may be sufficient. Therefore, it would be desirable to

provide an approach for sensing application identification and

prediction in order to improve resource access and utilization.

Here, we provide a framework to identify sensing applica-

tions. The framework includes obtaining a received wireless

signal and estimating, by a trained model, the presence of (one

or more) sensing signals in the received signal, the sensing

signal being a signal generated by a sensing application.

The trained model (e.g. a machine learning algorithm) can

be implemented by a statistic algorithm or another decision

algorithm, e.g., based on conditions distinguishing between

the sensing applications based on predefined features (such as

periodicity, carrier, bandwidth, and waveform). For example,

the periodicity of the sensing signal can be determined based

on the presence or absence at a plurality of measurement

time instances. This can be performed by capturing the

presence/absence detection of the sensing signal within the

received signal and then by analyzing the past captured signal.

It can also be achieved by correlating the waveform of a

specific sensing application with the received signal. If it is

observed that a signal is repeating periodically, machine learn-

ing methods are not necessary to detect the presence of such a

sensing signal. It can be determined deterministically whether

sensing is taking place or not. Similarly, identification can be

performed for sensing application identification, given a prede-

fined set of features and their values for particular applications.

Furthermore, where sensing applications use specific header

information for detecting network types, this or other header

information can be detected and utilized deterministically to

determine the identification of an application.

The detected sensing application can be used to improve

spectrum occupancy prediction and its features can be used

for scheduling. Meaning, a device that knows the presence

(and prediction for future presence in certain resources) of a

particular sensing application signal can schedule its data or

sensing signal to avoid using the same time and bandwidth,

or it can use the sensing signal for its sensing.

Coordination Coordination

Coordination Coordination

AP 3

AP 2

AP 1

AP 4

(a)

Coordination Coordination

Coordination Coordination

AP 3

AP 2

AP 1

AP 4

New STA

(d)
Fig. 2. An example of multi-AP coordination (a) the first scenario and (b)
after a new user is added to the system.

C. Multi-AP Coordination for Wi-Fi Sensing

A single AP would not be aware of all of the transmissions,

and blind techniques cannot work perfectly to learn existing

signals or applications in the environment. To improve network

performance, IEEE 802.11 aims to bring multi-AP coordina-

tion technology by allowing numerous APs to communicate,

coordinate, and serve STAs consistently [25]. This concept

can also be applied to Wi-Fi sensing. Thereby, the spectrum,

power, and other resources can be used more efficiently.

An example use case of the multi-AP coordination is

illustrated in Fig. 2. In this figure, there are two scenarios.

In both scenarios, four APs are coordinating their sensing

transmissions. Some of the associated STAs (tablets, mobile

phones, laptops) have similar requirements for sensing perfor-

mance, and they are grouped. The grouping can be done based

on resolution, maximum or minimum velocity, maximum or

minimum range for sensing, detection rate, false alarm rate,

and the like by coordinating APs. Here, the requirements are

mapped to sensing parameters such as periodicity, bandwidth,

frame duration, training and sensing sequences, carrier fre-

quency, and the like.

In Fig. 2 (b), a new STA enters the environment and is

associated with first AP, even if it is closer to third AP. This

is because the new STA has similar requirements to clients

of first AP, so the new STA can use first AP’s resources.

Also, first AP may support the new STA without generating

specific signals to the new STA. To decide whether new

signals are to be generated or existing signals to be used,

the features of existing sensing signals are compared with
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the respective requirements of sensing performance for each

group. If the predetermined requirements for a group are

fulfilled, the information about existing sensing signals is

provided to the group of one or more wireless devices. In other

words, if the received signals meet the minimum requirements

of the sensing application, there may be no need to generate

new signals. Instead, the available signals are used. If the

predetermined requirements for the group are not fulfilled,

existing sensing signals can be adjusted.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Wi-Fi sensing has a wide variety of promising applications.

However, it is difficult to enable all of the applications

with a single transmission design. This paper introduced an

adaptive transmission design framework for Wi-Fi sensing. In

this framework, several adaptable parameters were highlighted

based on application, user preference, and environment. These

parameters were bandwidth, periodicity, power, beam width,

beam sweep rate, training sequence, carrier frequency, and

waveform. Still, the framework was not limited to these param-

eters. Also, we highlighted that in future standards, it may be

possible to map certain parameters or parameter ranges to the

application, although it has several challenges. Based on these

parameters, applications can be identified. Thus, resources can

be used more efficiently. In some cases, some applications

do not need to generate new signals. Rather identified or

predicted applications signals can be used. Furthermore, the

importance of multi-AP coordination was highlighted in a

scenario. Thus, the Wi-Fi sensing system will be more aware

of the environment and devices to use sensing resources more

efficiently.
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